RPA to be registered
- RPA with camera installed must be registered with no exceptions.
- RPA over 2 KGs must be registered with no exceptions.

RPA over 25 KGs
- must receive permission from the Minister of Transport

To fly RPA legally

DO NOT fly close to any person, vehicle, construction or buildings at distance less than 30 M. horizontally

DO NOT fly within 9 KM (5 nautical miles) from airport or temporary airfield unless it is authorized

DO NOT fly close to manned aircraft

DO NOT fly in restricted area, official or state facilities and hospital without authorization

DO NOT fly higher than 90 M.

Control and take off must always be visible during the flight and DO NOT control UAV by using camera on aeronautics or other device

Any act of violation is subjected to up to 1 year imprisonment or fined up to 40,000 THB or both